SUMMARY Evaluation of histological diagnosis requires an index of agreement (to measure repeatability and validity) together with a method of assessing bias. Cohen's kappa statistic appears to be the most suitable tool for measuring levels of agreement, which if unsatisfactory may be caused by bias. Further study of bias is possible by examining levels of agreement for each diagnostic category or by searching for categories of disagreement in which more observations occur than would be expected by chance alone.
This article gives reasons for choosing the kappa statistic, with examples illustrating its calculation and the investigation of bias.
The intention of this article is to encourage wider use of the kappa statistic as a method for evaluating histological diagnosis which is feasible even under routine conditions and will be useful to those interested in epidemiological or quality control aspects of histopathology. Examples might be a pathologist wishing to assess his consistency in grading large bowel cancer by reviewing a sample of past cases, or wishing to compare his gradings with those of a colleague. Although the method suggested here has been applied before, it seems timely to present an account which emphasises the ease of the basic calculations.
EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSIS
Histological diagnosis is fundamental in the study of many diseases and of tumours in particular, providing a yardstick against which many other tests are evaluated. This does not preclude evaluation of histological diagnosis itself however, and this may be done by examining repeatability, validity and bias.
Repeatability is the level of agreement between replicate measurements. Within-observer repeatability is measured by allowing one observer to examine a specimen on two or more occasions, whilst between-observer repeatability is measured when two or more observers examine the same specimen. If the same observer examines two or Accepted for publication 28 June 1983 more specimens taken from the same subject then differences in diagnosis will reflect both withinobserver repeatability and the repeatability of specimen collection (partly sampling error and partly biological variation). Repeatability in this sense is distinct from group repeatability in which the overall proportions of individuals said to be diseased are compared between observers. Group repeatability may be high despite poor agreement on individual cases and so in spite of its uses' 2 it need not further concern us. Validity is the extent to which the measurements reflect the truth. In histopathology this question may be divided into the validation of an individual's diagnosis against that of an expert and the validation of the concepts on which the expert's opinion is based. The latter is beyond the scope of this article except to observe that since the classification of tumours for example is based in part on theoretical considerations of histogenesis, partly on histological appearance and partly on likely behaviour3 validation of these concepts will be performed in different ways: Experimental studies tested the validity of the APUD concept,4 numerical taxonomy was used to study oral leukoplakia and carcinoma-and correlation with survival tested the validity of tumour grading. 6 Bias is a systematic difference or error in measurement, not accounted for by chance A more fundamental objection however to the use of these measures of association and scores is that some underlying ordering of the diagnostic categories is necessary. Unless an unequivocal ordering is possible based for example on epithelial dysplasia'3 the degree of association can be changed by an arbitrary reordering of categories. This potential difficulty is avoided if no ordering is assumed to exist.
In addition, those measures with a probabilistic interpretation, like the overall proportion of agreement, would seem to be the easiest to understand. Cohen's kappa statistic20 has been shown to unify several of these approaches by allowing for chance expected agreement2' and it is easy to conceptualise as the proportion of agreement having allowed for that expected by chance (see Figure) . It and to observe which are significantly different from zero in either direction, thus highlighting areas of consistent disagreement, or bias. Following Bishop34 the critical frequency is given by (\/ 1)/C where C is the number of categories and X 2 is the critical value for a C x C table at a given significance level and is determined from a standard table of X 2 values. For Table 6 at the 5% significance level, the critical frequency is 1-03. The agreement cells will all more or less have residuals > +1 03 because kappa differs significantly from zero and is positive. The disagreement cells will either be non-significantly different from zero or will be > ± 1-03. Those with significant negative values are also to be expected if agreement is significant but cells with a value > 1.03 would indicate a category of disagreement in which significantly more observations occurred than would Table 6 Indices of bias from data in Table S (1) The results from these approaches are tabulated in Tables 6 and 7 . Whatever method is chosen to evaluate bias, the real value lies not just in its detec- Table 5 by the availability of extra information in the biopsy: Compare the residual in the cell "sputum diagnosis of adenocarcinoma/biopsy diagnosis of squamous carcinoma" with that in ",biopsy diagnosis of adenocarcinoma/sputum diagnosis of squamous carcinoma" (Table 6 ). 38 In conclusion, epidemiological surveys, laboratory quality control and clinical work all require some measure of repeatability and validity. This applies to histopathology perhaps more than to other specialties for there is a danger that histological diagnosis, often regarded as definitive by the non-specialist, may be seen as somehow beyond question, and this is plainly not so.
The variety of methods used for assessment of histological diagnosis and their unsystematic application do suggest some uncertainty as to the best approach, however. The kappa statistic is a tool which is applicable to all forms of histological diagnosis and which, because of its simplicity, can provide a uniform criterion of repeatability from which all may benefit.
The data in Tables 2 and 5 together with 
